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Abstract In high mobility areas such as shopping malls

and transportation stations, mobile users tend to move in

and out in a bursty fashion, and hence location update (LU)

and paging signaling cause substantial traffic burden to the

cellular networks, leading to signaling congestion. This

poses a great challenge to the system design for wireless

cellular systems. Traditional cellular systems cannot cope

with this situation very well. However, with the ad hoc

operational mode recently introduced into the cellular

systems, the added multi-hop relaying via mobile devices

provides a new way to mitigate location management

traffic. In this paper, based on this new architecture, we

propose a novel scheme, called aggregative location man-

agement, which aggregates multiple location updates into

group location updates. For the scenarios of high capacity

transit (HCT) systems, we use this grouping scheme to

alleviate the signaling traffic when mobile users in an HCT

move into new location areas. For other scenarios with

mass arrivals of LU requests, we develop a generic

aggregative location management scheme in which LU

requests can be first aggregated by designated mobile

devices and then are periodically sent to the location

registers. Performance evaluation is carried out and shows

their significant effectiveness.

Keywords Multi-hop cellular networks � Ad hoc

networks � Mobility management � Location management

1 Introduction

In wireless cellular networks, timely and accurate location

information of each mobile user is critical for normal sys-

tem operations in terms of service delivery with desired

quality of service (QoS). Location management (LM) is the

function to manage the user location information. Here,

each mobile user is required to update its location infor-

mation to the system whenever it enters a new location area.

Meanwhile, paging is the complementary process to track a

mobile user. As it is observed, reducing the size of location

area can indeed lower the paging cost, but at the price of

increasing signaling burden for location updates (LUs). On

the other hand, increasing larger location area does curtail

the signaling traffic for LUs, but at higher paging signaling

cost. Clearly, there is a tradeoff between LU traffic and

paging traffic. Moreover, although location update and

paging both consume scarce wireless resource, their costs

may not be equivalent. Paging costs the paging channel

resource and transmission power from base stations while

LUs cost the access capability of the system and power

consumption from mobile users. If LU requests overwhelm

the RACH (random access channel), new calls and handoff

calls may be blocked due to the blocking to the connection

requests. Therefore, careful design is needed to balance the

two kinds of signaling traffic while minimizing the overall

cost. This problem has been extensively investigated for the

traditional cellular networks in the past [1–4].
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In many modern cities, population becomes denser and

denser and so do the wireless devices and services. People

tend to move in flocks due to their similar working and

living patterns (mobility patterns). In addition, occasional

big events or holiday shopping tend to attract large crowds

to certain locations. To get to a location of attraction,

people may take mass public transportation, especially in

the metropolitan areas, because of various factors such as

traffic concerns and parking. Thus, the moving mass can

easily create large fluctuation on the population at such a

location. Consequently, people living in a chain of crowded

environments, such as office buildings, stores, subway

stations, stadiums, theaters, etc., may experience frequent

call connection blocking and call dropping due to mass

location update traffic when switching locations areas,

causing the control signaling congestion. For the cells

along the location area boundaries, we observe that the

moving mass of mobile terminals (MTs) launch signaling

processes, typically the LU traffic, more or less at the same

time and tends to congest the random access channels

(RACHs), and thus new/handoff calls are constantly found

to be rejected due to the RACH congestions although other

channels, such as Dedicated control channels (DCCHs),

has not been fully utilized. This problem becomes more

serious for the emerging cellular systems because the

location area sizes and cell sizes tend to be getting smaller.

Researchers have already noticed this problem and pro-

posed some solutions to address it. Wang et al. [5] propose

a group LU scheme for cellular systems in which a group

location update is performed by a leader mobile terminal

instead of individual update by every normal mobile ter-

minal. Zhang et al. [6] propose a buffering scheme to

relieve the congestion caused by batch arrivals of LU

requests. Our previous work in [7] also proposed a feasible

solution to this problem for high speed moving group

scenarios. However, although these schemes do curtail the

location update traffic to some extent, they cannot solve

this problem effectively. For the indispensable LU

requests, the most effective way to mitigate the potential

wireless congestion is to aggregate these messages and

reduce the channel contentions over the RACH. Unfortu-

nately, observing the architecture of the LM signaling in

traditional cellular networks, we can see that the rigid one-

hop wireless structure forbids the possible aggregation of

wireless signaling traffic.

Fortunately, as cellular systems have evolved them-

selves into more integrated systems and have absorbed ad

hoc mode into their normal operation, more effective

solutions can be designed to solve this problem. The idea

of integrating ad hoc mode into cellular systems comes

from the motivation that cellular systems should become an

all-IP platform so that all the service of emerging wireless

networks (e.g., WiFi, WiMAX) can be incorporated

together without much difficulty [8]. The integration can be

either based on ad hoc systems, such as CAMA in [9], or

based on cellular systems. Since our focus in this paper is

on the LM issues, we consider only the cellular-based

integration. The cellular-based integrated systems, usually

called multi-hop cellular networks (MCNs) [10–13], are

expected to bring the advantage of ad hoc networks into

cellular systems, such as flexibility, robustness, self-orga-

nization, and low cost.

In MCNs, each MT can be others’ relay node and can

forward signaling and data packets for each other. Since

the ad hoc links are allowed to use extra out-band spectrum

different from the cellular spectrum, the signaling burden

on cellular systems can be shifted to ad hoc spectrum and

thus we can expect the relief on cellular signaling con-

gestion. In this paper, we propose a grouping scheme to

reduce the signaling traffic due to location management for

the scenarios in high-capacity transit (HCT) systems. With

our scheme, the LU requests from the moving-in-together

MTs can be grouped together by special MTs or access

points in the vehicle so that the congestion on the RACH

can be greatly relieved due to the reduced RACH signaling.

For other scenarios where MTs do not follow the same

movement pattern but arrive at the same spot around the

same time, control signaling congestion is also easily

formed and the grouping approach cannot help much.

We propose a generic aggregative scheme for these sce-

narios, which also takes advantage of the ad hoc links in

MCNs.

Although aggregative approaches are not new in the

literature, we are the first to propose to mitigate the LM

traffic in MCNs by using aggregation in a way of incor-

porating the new feature, ad hoc mode, into the scheme

design. In the proposals, we have given out performance

analysis with respect to important parameters as well as the

detailed protocol design. Finally, to evaluate our proposed

scheme, we formulate the cost function in terms of LU and

paging and determine the optimal location area size in

MCNs. As a final remark, MCNs heavily rely on the

cooperation among MTs in order to take advantage of ad

hoc mode. This can be done by either installing operator-

owned light-weight relaying stations or by designing

operator-run incentive schemes to stimulate MTs to help

the cellular systems relay packets. This issue is out of the

scope of this paper and will be addressed elsewhere.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2

surveys the related works. Section 3 describes the under-

lying system model. We present our grouping scheme and

generic aggregation scheme in Sects. 4 and 5, respectively.

Section 6 shows the LM optimization formulation and

determine the optimal location area size and Sect. 7 pro-

vides the performance evaluation. Conclusions are drawn

in the last section.
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2 Related works

There are several approaches aiming at reducing the LM

signaling traffic. During network planning, the entire cov-

erage is usually divided into location areas (LAs) consist-

ing of multiple cells for location management. When an

MT enters a new LA, it launches LU procedure. Paging is

carried out in all cells within the current visited LA when

an incoming call arrives and the terminated MT is in the

IDLE state. For traditional cellular systems, Ma and Fang

[14] provided a pointer forwarding scheme to reduce the

location update traffic and alleviate the signaling burden on

the HLR (home location register). Dynamic schemes can

report the location updates more flexibly in various ways

based on the information used for the design. Distance-

based LM scheme requires the system to maintain the

record on the location area an MT visited when the last LU

was executed. When the moving distance exceeds a certain

threshold, a new LU is triggered. This approach has been

studied in [15]. Movement-based LM scheme is another

dynamic LU approach [16], in which the LU is triggered

when the movement of an MT reaches a threshold. Besides

these, Misra et al. proposed an information theory-based

LM scheme for vertical roaming users in [17]. For paging,

Zang et al. [18] proposes to delay the paging process in a

certain way to reduce the paging cost.

However, for the potential LU congestion problem,

there are not much work done in cellular systems. Wang

et al. propose a group location update scheme for cellular

systems in [5]. By letting the group head report the location

of its members, signaling traffic can be greatly reduced.

However, even though we can utilize grouping method to

curtail the location update traffic, we still consume wireless

cellular resource to manage groups, which makes this

method less attractive. In addition, the base station (BS) is

not a good choice to take charge of the grouping mainte-

nance because it is difficult and inefficient for BSs to group

the mobile users with the same movement. Zhang et al. [6]

propose a buffering scheme to relieve the congestion

caused by mass arrivals of LU requests. By letting BSs

buffer pending LU requests due to the exhaustion of DCCH

(Dedicated Control Channel), LU retry attempts can be

reduced and hence the congestion can be relieved to some

extent. This method attempts to spread the LU requests

along the time line by storing the arrived LU requests in

BSs’ buffers. However, since the BSs can only buffer the

arrived LU requests, the congestion in the RACH cannot be

effectively relieved with this buffering approach, which is

the actual bottleneck in location management. Han et al.

propose a similar group LM scheme for one-dimensional

networks (transportation systems) in [19]. By specifying

virtual visitor location register (VVLR) as the register of

group information and an additional tier between VLR and

HLR, the wireless access traffic and the signaling burden

on HLR can be both mitigated. However, this scheme can

only adapt to a dedicated system and cannot be applied to

the general PLMN cellular systems. GSM-R approach is

another work based on dedicated systems [20]. The focus is

on accelerating handoff and cell re-selection procedure by

predicting the locations of MTs moving along the railways.

Recently, we proposed a solution for this problem in [7].

As shown in Fig. 1, the massive arriving LU requests have

been spread to a longer location update time period. In

other words, the LU requests have been instructed to delay

for random time lengths. When a large number of MTs is

predicted to arrive at a certain location area, the corre-

sponding BSs broadcast indications in the area so that the

LU requests will be indicated to delay at least tmin which

ensures the completion of handoff process. The maximum

delay tmax is determined by the RACH bandwidth, the

velocity and the size of moving MT groups. Although this

solution requires BSs to collect and broadcast extra infor-

mation corresponding to the moving MT groups, which

necessitates further designing work, it can to some extent

effectively mitigate the RACH congestion and ensure the

completion of more time-stringent handoff processes.

Due to the single hop nature of traditional cellular sys-

tems, each MT’s LU request inevitably contends for

RACH, sooner or later. With the multi-hop wireless links

in MCNs, signaling aggregation becomes a more attractive

way to mitigate the RACH congestion.

3 System model

Before we present our proposed schemes, let us review

some preliminaries about the LM. As shown in Fig. 2, in

LTE (long term evolution) architecture, when each MT

detects the change of location area, it reports the location

information (the current visitor location register or VLR) to

the HSS (home subscriber system, the HLR in LTE). It first

contends for the access of the RACH to request for com-

munication with the eNB (the enhanced node B, the BS in

LTE) for channel grant. Beside LU traffic kLU, new calls

kN and handoff calls kHO also contend for the RACH for

such a transmission indication. The total traffic in the

RACH kRACH can be expressed as Eq. (1). (Throughout this

t
tt t

Fig. 1 RACH congestion solution in our previous work
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paper, we assume different types of traffic all follow the

Poisson process with different ks.)

kRACH ¼ kLU þ kN þ kHO ð1Þ

If transmission over RACH is successful, the eNB

assigns a DCCH for this request and the MT uses this

assigned channel for further signaling. The signaling is

then moving to wire-line until it reaches HSS or moving to

the data traffic channels for further communications. For a

LU signaling request, HSS responds to MME (mobility

management entity, mobile switch center in LTE), eNB

and then the MT. The DCCH is released when the process

is over. Paging process starts when there is an incoming

call or a downlink packet and the intended MT is in the

IDLE status. Not knowing the exact cell location of the

terminating mobile user, MME asks all eNBs within the

location area where the mobile user lastly resides to page

the MT on the PCCH (paging channel).

As mentioned before, the cost of LM is usually regarded

as only the wireless cost (the consumption of wireless

resource). Therefore, we ignore the cost of wireline sig-

naling in our analysis. Among the wireless cost of LU and

paging, since they consume the resource of different

channels, they are not equivalent in the overall cost.

LU is not necessary in each cell because the location

area consists of several cells and only when the location

area changes is the location update carried out. However,

paging process consumes the paging channel of all the cells

within the location area. In our proposed schemes, the

paging process in MCNs is not changed. Our effort here is

to reduce the LUs over the RACH.

Although the proposed schemes take advantage of ad

hoc links, which requires ad hoc network interface in

addition to the cellular interface, they do not disable the

terminals with only cellular interface. Old cellphones can

normally operate in the proposed new system, only not able

to take advantage of the benefits of grouping and aggre-

gating. However, due to the license-free bands’ properties,

unpredicted interference and wireless failure might put the

control signalling at risks. In any case, with careful design

of the ad hoc signalling and with the cellular links as the

last resort, using ad hoc links is no doubt valuable.

4 Grouping to save the signaling cost

In this section, we present our grouping scheme.

4.1 Overview

Among the wireless signaling congestion scenarios, many

are caused by the arrivals of HCT vehicles. In HCT vehi-

cles, many MTs move together along certain fixed routes.

When an HCT vehicle arrives at a new location area, the

MTs inside the HCT start to update their locations more or

less at the same time. These LU requests can easily over-

whelm the RACH and cause serious signaling congestions

(wireless congestion for short). Apparently, the most direct

way to solve this problem is to group these MTs and carry

out LUs as a group to relieve the contentions over the

RACH. Previous work, GLU [5], proposes to use grouping

method in 3G and beyond systems to alleviate the LM

traffic. Different from it, we propose a new group LM

scheme for MCNs which utilizes the special MTs (selected

cooperative personal MTs or operator-deployed light-

weight relaying stations) for group maintenance. We

assume these special devices, which we name it group head

(GH), in each HCT vehicle, control the group maintenance

and interact with each eNB they traverse. The incentive for

MTs to interact with GHs (deposit LU requests to GHs) is

that they can have higher probability to complete their LU

process and will not miss prospective calls. Grouping can

curtail the contending LU requests and increase the access

probability. Moreover, higher access priority for the group

LU can be designed to encourage MTs to use group LM.

The automatic depositing of LUs can be done by software

setting easily. By moving most of the group maintenance

messages to the ad hoc links, which may use out-band

spectrum, LM cost in MCNs can be greatly reduced and

signaling traffic over the RACH can be significantly miti-

gated. However, to achieve this gain, the procedures need

to be carefully designed.

In grouping approaches, there are two challenging

problems the designers have to carefully investigate: howFig. 2 Location management operational procedure
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to form the groups and how to reduce the group mainte-

nance signaling cost. Moreover, during the LU process, the

cellular system may have to allocate new temporary

identities to replace the old temporary identities and the

grouping scheme should have the capability to fulfill this

task.

4.2 Procedures of group location management

In MCNs, a GH, which has both the ad hoc interface and

the cellular interface, does not need to be specially fabri-

cated except that it needs to install extra software to take

care of the grouping tasks and group message assembling.

In addition, the core-networks need to support the group

information storage and other corresponding operations.

Users can configure their mobile devices to choose whether

or not to associate with GHs and which GH to associate

with. Automatic association can be configured via software

and make users less concerned about how their cell phones

are operated. We describe the group LM procedures based

on automatic association. The accompanied problem with

automatic association will be discussed. The group LM

procedures include the following basic operations. An MT

needs to execute the association if it is to join a group and

associate with a GH, and dissociate with the GH whenever

it leaves the group, which can be done by the GH unilat-

erally in our scheme. The GH shall update the group

information with the cellular systems involved periodi-

cally. When a new LA is entered, the GH is required to

launch the group LU to the system while MTs having

association with the GH will not carry out any individual

LUs. Before these basic operations are described, we first

discuss how a group is formed.

4.2.1 Group formation

Due to the existence of GHs, the group formation seems to

be an easy task. Each GH built in the vehicle can easily

take over the MTs’ LM task whenever they are close to or

reside in the vehicle. However, if the group membership

changes rapidly, the benefits resulting from the grouping

will be diminished. In traditional cellular networks, it is

difficult for any BS to form a relatively stable group

because the user movement is unpredictable. In MCNs,

with the GHs built in the vehicles, MTs with the same

movement pattern can be easily grouped together based on

signal strength. Unfortunately, GHs cannot distinguish the

MTs inside the vehicle from the ones outside. Moreover,

one MT may associate with a GH located in any other

nearby vehicle. Thus, we need to find an effective way to

form a more stable and reasonable group.

We propose to use a guarding period as the condition to

start the association with any new group member. Denote the

length of this period as Tag. Each GH uses its ad hoc interface

to communicate with its current members and at the mean-

time probes the existence of prospective members. A timer

with the length of Tag will be started when a new MT appears.

If this MT is still in the range after Tag expires, the GH will

start the association process with the MT for group LM

purpose and add the MT to the group if the MT agrees to join.

Due to channel variation, the links between GHs and their

group members can be interfered or even broken. Therefore,

another guarding timer Tdg is used to prevent the group

members from being dissociated with the GHs inadvertently.

These two guarding timers are used to make the group

membership stable. The value of Tdg depends on the

channel condition. Therefore, it is better to use a practical

value for this timer or allow the software configuration. On

the other hand, the value of Tag determines the gain of

using grouping approach. If Tag is too small, many passing-

by MTs can easily associate with the GHs, assuming that

everyone configures the association as automatic mode.

The unnecessary associations waste the channel resource

and the gain of using groups decreases. If Tag is too big, it

is difficult for MTs to become group members, leading to a

smaller group size. With a smaller group size, the gain of

grouping is not fully exploited. We will leave the process

of finding proper value of Tag in the following section.

Besides the guarding timers, scenarios of co-existing

signals from multiple GHs should be also considered. The

strategy we propose is the simplest one. If an MT is pre-

viously associated with one GH, it will maintain the

association even if some other GH has stronger signal

strength. If the MT is not associated with any GH when

multiple GHs are available, it chooses the one with the

strongest signal strength. If the link outage duration reaches

Tdg, both the GH and the MT deem themselves dissociated.

Although in some scenarios this strategy will lead to an

inefficient GH selection, such as when a passenger

switches to a nearby HCT while maintaining the old

association with the previous GH, the association will be

corrected after two vehicles move apart with sufficient

distance and the delayed association will not impact the

system performance significantly.

4.2.2 GH LM association

When a passenger boards or moves close to an HCT

vehicle, the MT he/she carries will receive indication

messages from GHs residing in the vehicle for group

association, instructing the MT to hand over the LM task.

Following the indication, the MT with group association

option shall start the association procedure as shown in

Fig. 3. First, it sends a deposit request message to the GH

using its ad hoc interface. After the guarding duration Tag,

the GH responds with its identity used by the MT

Wireless Netw (2013) 19:1563–1575 1567
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afterwards to verify the GH and report the association

relationship to the eNB. With this process completed, the

GH takes over the LM task of the corresponding MT,

including the regular location update and periodic location

update, and the system (eNB and MME) has the knowledge

of the group and the associated MT. Notice that the com-

munications between MTs and GHs are via ad hoc links

and the communications between GHs/MTs and eNBs are

via cellular links (Fig. 3).

4.2.3 Group information update

GHs are required to detect the existence of the MT mem-

bers constantly. If an MT attempts to join the group, it

follows the procedure of association. If a group member is

lost, the GH is responsible for updating the group infor-

mation periodically to the network.

Periodically, the updated group information in one

MME will be broadcasted to its neighboring MMEs. Since

HCTs always follow a certain path, the broadcast can be

replaced with multi-cast to reduce the unnecessary com-

munications. These information updates do not involve the

HLR (or HSS). In this way, the group information can be

synchronized to the MMEs along the traveling path. With

this information ready beforehand, the wireless transmis-

sions can be greatly reduced. This idea is similar to the

shadow cluster in [21]. However, with the group under

consideration, the signalling overhead in our scheme is far

lower than the shadow cluster scheme.

4.2.4 Group location update

Upon the LM depositing, the security issues cannot be

ignored. In this paper, we simply assume each MT sends its

authentication keys along with its ID to the GH in a secure

way. Security issues are out of scope of this paper and will

be addressed elsewhere.

Upon arriving at a new location area, the GH launches

the location update procedure with the group ID. If the

constituent of the group is changed after the last report, a

list of current members is sent out with the LU request. If

there is no change in the group’s constituent, a group ID is

enough for the group location update. The new MME

checks out the MTs requiring LU according to the previ-

ously received group information and then sends these LU

requests to the corresponding HSS.

Since all group members stay in the same old LA before

entering a new LA, their processes of temporary ID (TMSI

in GSM) reallocation can be grouped as well. If some MTs

are required to carry out some special processes, such as

IMSI verification, the following procedures can be carried

out individually. As of the system performance, the group

LUs have mitigated the RACH congestion problem no

matter whether the required procedures are carried out in a

grouped fashion or not.

4.2.5 Dissociation

Upon leaving the coverage of a GH, an MT takes over the

LM task just as normally done in cellular systems. This is

triggered by the timeout of timer Tdg. When an HCT

vehicle arrives at the destination, the GHs in the HCT

vehicle carries out the dissociation process with all the

group members clearing the information storage at MMEs.

4.3 Cost analysis

In this subsection, we conduct the performance evaluation

for our proposed scheme and check how much gain we can

have by using the proposed group LM scheme.

4.3.1 Signaling cost reduction

In MCNs, the cellular spectrum is more critical than ad hoc

spectrum in that ad hoc mode is usually seen as an addition

to cellular systems in MCNs while lack of available cel-

lular bandwidth can directly cause call blocking or call

dropping. As shown in Fig. 2, if we utilize the grouping

method to report the location, massive location update

requests can be combined as one. The utilization of

grouping can first enhance the success rate of LU. As we

know, LU requests contend for the RACH to setup new/

handoff calls, mostly following the slotted-ALOHA pro-

tocol. Denote the LU traffic rate as RLU and call connection

traffic rate as Rc, respectively. The average group size is

denoted by K. The gain of LU failure rate (we assume an

Fig. 3 Group association procedure
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LU fails only because of the RACH congestion) can be

expressed as follows.

g ¼ 1� e�ðRcþRLUÞ

1� e�ðRcþRLU
K
Þ

ð2Þ

We can see from Eq. (2) that, when the LU traffic over-

whelms the RACH, the LU grouping can greatly improve

the LU success rate as well as the success rate of new/

handoff call setup.

In Eq. (2), the traffic of LUs is approximately reduced to K

times when the grouping is executed. However, the exact

wireless cost of LU should be analyzed more carefully in order

to evaluate the performance quantitatively. We first investi-

gate the wireless cost of regular LU without grouping in one

location area with M MTs at unit time duration. The periodic

LU cost is not included in this analysis for the simplicity of

analysis. The average speed of the HCT vehicle is assumed to

be �vHCT in the number of cells per unit time. We assume the

location area consists of a cluster of cells, which forms a series

of concentric hexagons with the radius of d cells. The expected

regular LU signaling cost can be expressed as follows.

CrLU ¼
M � �vHCT

2d � 1
ð3Þ

The LU cost means the average times of LUs during unit

time among M MTs, assuming each MT updates its loca-

tion after they move a 2d - 1 distance.

With our grouping method, location update traffic is

reduced K times along with the incurred MT-eNB regis-

tration traffic and the GH-eNB group information update

traffic. Since ad hoc spectrum is not critical for mobile

users to access the system due to possible harvesting of free

out-band spectrum, we ignore the wireless cost in ad hoc

spectrum. For analysis, we assume that all M MTs are

moving in K groups together, creating the K times-reduc-

tion location update traffic, the group information is

updated for each group once in every interval, and the

association traffic for each MT once in every trip. �L

denotes the average trip length of passengers in the unit of

number of cells associated with the GH. Tgr is the GHs’

intervals for reporting group information update. xgm and

xass stand for the weights of group maintenance messages

and individual association messages, respectively. There-

fore, we have the wireless cost for group LM as follows.

CGLM ¼
M

K
� �vHCT

2d � 1
þ xgm �

M

K
� 1

Tgr

þ xass �
M � �vHCT

�L
ð4Þ

The first item in Eq. (4) stands for the group LU traffic cost,

which is reduced K times compared to the traditional LM.

Since different messages transmitted over wireless channels

have different impact on system performance, we use different

weights for them. This part has unit weight in order to be

consistent with Eq. (3). The second item stands for the

incurred traffic due to group information updating by GHs.

The last item is the MTs’ association cost, which needs only

once during the whole trip. Obviously, with the aim of miti-

gating RACH congestion, xgm and xass should be less than 1.

It can be observed from Eq. (4) that when group size K and �L

are large, the total cost can be significantly reduced. We can

easily conclude that when K is relatively larger, the wireless

gain is mainly determined by the ratio of
�L

xass�ð2d�1Þ :When �L is

much larger than 2d - 1, the diameter of a location area, the

wireless gain is determined by the value of K.

The wireless gain through grouping is hereby defined as

follows.

fGLM ¼
CrLU

CGLM

ð5Þ

Besides this gain, grouping can greatly disperse the

signaling traffic in time, leading to the mitigation of the

RACH congestion, which is a more important benefit of

grouping method.

4.3.2 Finding Tag

As mentioned earlier, the wireless cost gain of the proposed

grouping scheme depends on the value ofTag. If Tag is too small,

the group size K can be large while the average trip length of the

passengers �L is smaller because it is easy to join the group and

many non-passengers will be added in the group. On the other

hand, when Tag is too large, K will be reduced and �L is larger. In

this case, many short-term passengers might be excluded from

the group. There is no available model which can define the

functions of �L and K in terms of Tag. Obviously, they could be

estimated from real data. Suppose we acquire the relationship,

i.e. �L ¼ f ðTagÞ and K = g(Tag), we can derive the optimum Tag

with Eqs. (3), (4) and (5).

4.3.3 Other prospective benefits

Besides group LU, grouping mechanism in MCNs can

potentially improve the system performance in many ways.

For example, GHs can help the adjacent cells to reserve

resource for better QoS provisioning. GHs might provide

an alternative way for a better handoff, and can provide in-

vehicle data service. We can even use GHs in the HCT

vehicles to provide a necessary hardware configuration for

upcoming services by developing prediction algorithm.

5 Generic aggregative location management in MCNs

In the previous section, we focus on the scenario on HCT

transporation systems. Our proposed group scheme can
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also be used to handle much more general scenarios, which

is discussed in this section.

5.1 Overview

When big events are held, people tend to flock at the same

location around the same time, which usually brings in

wireless congestion on the RACH as well as the traffic

jams. We cannot use our previous grouping scheme to

solve the LU congestion because the MTs are not following

the same route. However, we still can take advantage of the

ad hoc feature of MCNs to aggregate the LU requests.

In this section, we propose to utilize the aggregation

devices (ADs) along the location area boundaries to collect

the location update requests via ad hoc links periodically.

After each time interval Taggr, these ADs combine the

collected location update requests into one message and

send to the eNBs so that the RACH congestion can be

greatly mitigated. Each eNB is required to decide the Taggr

for the ADs connecting to itself according to the traffic load

in the cell. To encourage mobile users to delegate their LUs

to the ADs, Taggr should be set smaller than the expected

delay caused by possible transmission collisions and re-

transmissions. Shorter delay of LU means smaller proba-

bility of missing incoming calls. Therefore, ADs, which

can provide smaller delay with a proper Taggr, can attract

MTs to delegate their location updates and thus mitigate

the access traffic over the RACH. Since these ADs peri-

odically access the system to carry out the LUs for multiple

MTs, eNBs can further allocate fixed channel resource for

them and then the repeated contention for RACH is miti-

gated. Next, we describe the generic scheme of aggregative

LM in MCNs.

5.2 Aggregative LM scheme

An AD in this scheme can be any device with the aggre-

gation software built in. All ADs and delegating MTs

should have both ad hoc interface, usually a Wi-Fi card,

and cellular interface. ADs should be authorized for the

LM task by the system. Moreover, ADs cannot be the ones

with high mobility in order to efficiently perform their

aggregation tasks. When the ADs are in the positions where

the LM aggregation is needed, they collect the delegation

of location update requests through ad hoc links and launch

LU procedure periodically, acting as the agents of corre-

sponding MTs. To indicate the arriving MTs to delegate

the location update task to ADs, each eNB sends out

indications in the broadcast channel, as shown in Fig. 4.

The indication messages should also include the list of the

authorized ADs. Although security concerns should be

included in this process, we do not cover them in our

scheme due to the scope of this paper. Each MT searches

for nearby ADs and decides whether or not to delegate LM

according to the broadcasted information from both ADs

and eNBs. How to indicate the LU congestion probability

Pcol in the RACH and how to decide the interval length of

ADs’ aggregation period Taggr are two major design issues

in this scheme.

ADs are selected by the eNBs in this scheme although

more flexible and dynamic methods can be adopted in the

future to manifest the benefits of ad hoc mode. Taggr of

each AD within the same cell is set to the same value by

the eNB. Each cell adjusts the value of Taggr according to

the information of LU traffic and other traffic using the

RACH during the last period. Each MT obtains the traffic

information over the RACH from the BCCH. The collision

probability Pcol can be derived with the knowledge on the

average packet duration in seconds, denoted as r, and the

arrival rate of the RACH traffic, denoted as kRACH, as show

in Eq. (6).

Pcol ¼ 1� e�r�kRACH ð6Þ

With the knowledge on the timeout for LUs tLU and the

transmission delay Dt, the expected delay for LUs over the

RACH can be determined as well, as shown in Eq. (7). The

second item in DRACH is simply the product of the expected

retransmission times and tLU.

DRACH ¼ Dt þ
tLU � Pcol

1� Pcol

ð7Þ

The total LU delay DLU is the summation of DRACH and

wireline signaling delay Dwire, which can be expressed as

Fig. 4 Generic aggregative location management
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DLU = DRACH ? Dwire. Furthermore, with the knowledge

on the call-to-mobile ratio c (the expected times of call to

the mobile in unit time), we can derive the expected

number of missed calls.

Nmissed ¼ DLU � c ð8Þ

In order to determine the aggregation period Taggr, we

first need to find the constraints. DALU denotes the wireless

delay of the proposed aggregative scheme, which is mainly

due to the aggregation interval. DCSMA, the CSMA access

delay, also contributing to DALU, can be ignored when the

traffic is light. Daggr is the aggregation delay.

DALU ¼ DCSMA þ Daggr ð9Þ

DCSMA can be expressed as Eq. (10), where Pf is the

failure rate of one transmission in the CSMA scheme, Wi is

the backoff window size of (i ? 1)th transmission, and

EIFS is the timeout for one failed transmission. Retrans is

the retransmission limit.

DCSMA ¼ Dt þ
W0

2
þ
XRetrans

i¼1

ðEIFSþWi

2
Þ � Pi

f ð10Þ

Obviously, when DALU is smaller than DRACH, i.e.

DALU \ DRACH, MTs prefer delegating LUs to ADs.

When the access of ADs is not congested, the expected

value of Daggr is Taggr/2. Therefore, we have the first

constraint of Taggr as Eq. (11).

Taggr � 2 � tLU � Pcol

1� Pcol

� �
ð11Þ

If an AD accepts too many LU delegation requests, the

delay of accessing AD via ad hoc links, DCSMA, can be so

large that DALU is expected to be larger than DRACH even if

Taggr is set to a small value. The MTs can choose other

ADs or directly contend for the RACH instead.

There is another constraint on the aggregation interval

that the aggregated traffic should not go beyond the

capacity. Although the periodic aggregated location update

via ADs can bypass the contention over the RACH, there is

still an upper-bound on acceptable LU traffic, denoted as

k̂LU , which is related to the traffic of new calls and handoff

calls. NAD denotes the number of ADs, kLU is the LU

traffic, and d is the aggregation rate of the LU traffic, then

we obtain the second constraint expressed as follows.

NAD

Taggr

þ ð1� dÞ � kLU � k̂LU

) Taggr �
NAD

k̂LU � ð1� dÞ � kLU

ð12Þ

Equation (12) indicates that, when all the LU traffic goes

through ADs, i.e., d = 1, larger aggregation interval can

accept more LU traffic and reduce the wireless cost further.

With these two constraints, we can roughly determine

the aggregation interval. It should be no greater than a

value satisfying Eq. (11) in order to stimulate mobile

users to use ADs. It also needs to be no smaller than

another value satisfying Eq. (12) so that the aggregative

traffic will not exceed the handling capability of the eNB.

Although some ADs may not accept any LU delegation

during some periods due to the skewed LU traffic distri-

bution, we ignore in the analysis the possibility that these

ADs would release the assigned channels and re-contend

for the RACH when new LU traffic arrives. In the case

that the value of Taggr cannot satisfy both inequalities at

the same time, we simply remove the first constraint [Eq.

(11)], which means that the LU traffic has not congested

the RACH and the delay via the RACH is acceptably

small. Therefore, there is no need to stimulate the

aggregation by blindly shortening the aggregation inter-

val. It is also worth noting that only when there is RACH

congestion is Eq. (11) required.

According to the value determined based on the above

two inequalities, we obtain the wireless cost gain as

follows.

fALU ¼
kLU � Taggr

NAD þ ð1� dÞ � kLU � Taggr

ð13Þ

6 Location management cost analysis and application

in MCNs

Although we only strive to reduce the wireless cost on

location update, the proposed scheme can potentially

change the overall design of LM. Before we can achieve

this goal, we need to deepen our understanding of the LM.

Previously, there are several papers formulating the cost

function for LM, such as [2, 15, 16, 22]. However,

observing that the RACH mitigation mostly deals with the

linear movements of HCT vehicles and regular vehicles,

we want a simpler cost function which simplifies the

complicated mobility patterns and shows the relationship

between LU cost (including LU and paging) and location

area size straightforwardly.

To formulate the cost function for LM, we need to

know two parameters. One is the call-to-mobile ratio, c,

which characterizes the probability that a mobile user is

to be called. The other is the average moving speed, v,

which captures how soon an MT is to change the location

area on average. We assume that the location area con-

sists of a cluster of cells which form a series of con-

centric hexagons as mentioned before. We denote the

radius as d in the number of cells. For the convenience of
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understanding, we also define the average number of users

in the location area, M, and the time interval for the cost

evaluation, s. The LM cost consists of the wireless cost

for LU and the wireless cost for paging, as shown in Eq.

(14).

Ctotal ¼ xLU � CLU þ xpaging � Cpaging ð14Þ

To minimize the overall cost, we need to place different

weights on these two parts. xLU and xpaging stand for the

weights for LU and paging, respectively. Apparently, since

the RACH resource is more critical than PCCH as we

mentioned before, we have the following relationship,

xLU � xpaging.

LUs happen when MTs detect the location area change.

Assuming each MT moves straightly with the average

speed v, we can expect an LU to occur at most after it

moves across the diameter length of the location area,

which is 2d - 1. (Due to different mobility patterns, this

value may not be the average value. However, we use this

value since the scenarios under consideration in this paper

are mostly about linear movement.) Therefore, for M MTs

in s duration, the wireless cost for LU can be expressed as

CLU ¼
v �M � s
2d � 1

ð15Þ

Different from LU, paging will happen in each cell

within the location area whenever there is an incoming call.

Note that M and s are in both equations and hence can be

removed without impact on further analysis.

Cpaging ¼ c �M � s � ð3d2 � 3d þ 1Þ ð16Þ

By finding the first and second derivative of Ctotal, we

can obtain the minimum value of Ctotal and the

corresponding d.

oCtotal

od
¼ � 2xLU � v
ð2d � 1Þ2

þ xpaging � c � ð6d � 3Þ ð17Þ

o2Ctotal

od2
¼ 8xLU � v
ð2d � 1Þ3

þ 6xpaging � c� 0 ð18Þ

Since the second derivative is positive, by letting the first

derivative equal to 0 we can obtain d which minimizes Ctotal.

dopt ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
xpaging�c
xLU �v

3

q
þ 1

2
ð19Þ

7 Performance evaluation

In section, we carry out the comparison analysis and

investigate the benefits of our proposed schemes in terms

of wireless cost.

For the grouping scheme, we look into the grouping

gains in terms of wireless signaling cost with different

group sizes, K, and different average trip lengths, �L. The

signaling cost is defined as in Eqs. (3) and (4). The sig-

naling gain is defined as in Eq. (5). The basic system set-

ting is given in Table 1.

By setting �vHCT to 1.5, 3.0 and 6.0, we calculate the

gains of the signaling cost. Figure 5 shows the result. We

can see that the gains increase with the group size K,

however, not linearly. Larger �vHCT brings greater gain

because the periodic group reporting occupies lower sig-

naling cost compared with other �vHCT related signaling.

Because cost for the individual association is not related to

K, the gains do not have linear relationship to K.

Figure 6 shows the comparison of the gains with dif-

ferent average trip lengths �L. We set K to 10, 50 and 200

Apparently, longer �L along with larger K brings greater

signaling cost gains. When K is as large as 200, the gains

almost increase linearly with �L. This means when the group

size is large enough, the cost for LU and group reporting is

relatively negligible, and thus longer average trip length

directly increases the total gain.

Although big K and big �L together bring great gains,

they usually do not come together. We have mentioned

earlier that in certain scenarios, when we set the association

timer with a large value, the long average trip length can be

acquired whereas with the group size sacrificed. Short

association timer has opposite effect. Therefore, if we want

to optimize the signaling cost gain, we need first gather real

data and find the relationships among K; �L and the timer.

For the generic aggregation scheme, we need to first

look into the interval Taggr. Based on the longest allowable

Taggr, we then observe the gain of signaling cost. Before we

evaluate the scheme, we list the parameters’ setting as in

Table 2.

The upper bound of Taggr is defined in Eq. (11) and the

lower bound is defined in Eq. (12). By changing the LU

traffic load, we can observe the change of the range of the

aggregation interval.

Figure 7 shows the results with different LU traffic load.

We observe that the lower bound of the aggregation

interval does not change much with the LU traffic. This is

because only non-aggregated LU traffic, which is only a

small proportion, affects the lower bound of the

Table 1 Parameters’ setting for evaluating the grouping scheme

M 800

d 4 cell

xgm 0.2

xass 0.02

Tgr 0.5 h

�vHCT (if it is not the variable) 6.0 cell/h

�L (if it is not the variable) 7.3 cell
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aggregation interval. The upper bound of the aggregation

interval increases exponentially with the LU traffic in that

it depends on the collision probability in the slotted-

ALOHA.

Figure 8 shows the signaling cost gain for the generic

aggregation scheme. This scheme does not bring other

extra traffic and aggregates the LU traffic only. By setting

the aggregation timer with the largest allowed value, we

obtain the gains. It shows that fewer ADs can apparently

bring significant gains. This is because fewer ADs can

aggregate more LU traffic. However, if there are not

enough ADs, high aggregation rate d cannot be guaranteed

and more congestions at ADs will occur.

It is worth noting that this performance evaluation does

not include periodic LU for the purpose of simplicity.

However, periodic LU can be easily aggregated with our

aggregative approach and thus higher signaling cost gain

will be achieved.

8 Conclusion

Based on the multi-hop cellar network (MCN) architecture,

in this paper, we have proposed two schemes to aggregate

the LU traffic and thus mitigate the potential LU conges-

tions over the random access channel. The grouping

scheme is designed for the high capacity transportation

systems where many MTs move together with HCT vehi-

cles. By forming groups of moving-in-together MTs, this

scheme can aggregate location updates into group LU

updates, leading to less signaling traffic over the random

Fig. 5 Grouping gains of signaling cost with different group sizes (K)

Fig. 6 Grouping gains of signaling cost with different trip lengths (�L)

Table 2 Parameters’ setting for evaluating the generic aggregation

scheme

kc 2.5 p/s

k̂LU
6.0 p/s

r 0.1 s/p

tLU 5 s

d 0.8

NAD (if it is not the variable) 20

Fig. 7 The aggregation intervals with different LU traffic

Fig. 8 The aggregation signaling gains with different LU traffic
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access channel even with the incurred association messages

and group maintenance messages. For the scenarios where

MTs flock without regular paths, the proposed generic

aggregation scheme provides a mechanism to aggregate the

arriving location update requests and send them to the

network in batches, which is apparently a more efficient

way. The feasible value of the aggregation interval has

been extensively discussed. Furthermore, for MCNs, due to

the existence of ad hoc links, which can potentially use

non-cellular spectrum, the location management can have

lower wireless cost with the use of harvested out-band

wireless spectrum. We expect that our proposed aggrega-

tive approach will provide significant performance gain for

future wireless cellular networks.
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